Introduction. In [1] the authors studied pairs sé, 3$ of linear transformations of a complex vector space F into a complex vector space W {V, W possibly of infinite dimension). The original motivation for this study was its application to a perturbation theory of differential eigenvalue problems developed by Aronszajn (see the introduction to the cited paper). Our aim here is to make a small contribution to the algebraic problem of equivalence of pairs of linear transformations. The pair sé, 3S: V-* Wis said to be equivalent (or isomorphic) to the pair sé',¿%': V'-*W' in case there exist linear isomorphisms cb of F onto V and \¡i of If onto W' such that sé'tp = \¡/sé, âiï'cb = ty!%. Our considerations will be valid for vector spaces over any algebraically closed field; however we prefer to adhere to the terminology suitable for complex vector spaces.
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For finite-dimensional vector spaces the problem was solved by Kronecker who found canonical forms for pencils of rectangular matrices. In addition to [1] and the brief statement 1.7 below, one may find an exposition of Kronecker's result akin to our approach in [5] (which contains further references). In the so-called nonsingular case, in which an invertible linear combination of sé and 3$ exists (and is known), the problem reduces to that of similarity of single operators. It well known that it may then be treated as the isomorphism problem for unitary modules over the complex polynomials, for which a vast literature exists. It appears that the infinite-dimensional general case was not considered before [1] .
To treat the general case it is technically convenient to replace the structure isé,âS; V, W) by the following simple analog to a module. Let 2T denote the 2-dimensional vector space of pairs of complex numbers. A ilinear) system {V, W) is a pair of complex vector spaces V,W together with a system operation which assigns to every pair of elements A e 9~, v e V an element Av of W so that (i) for every A e 3~ the map v -> Av is a linear transformation of F into W ; (ii) ixA + ßB)v = xiAv) + ßiBv) for veV, A,BeF and x,ß complex. Otherwise expressed, the map iA,v)->Av is a bilinear transformation of
In the first half of the present work we study a new family of q.s.irr. types : In §2 we introduce (torsion-free) rank for systems; while in §3 we characterize the isomorphism types of torsion-free systems of rank 1-these are q.s.irr.-by classes of "height functions" and find their algebras of endomorphisms. These results run parallel to the corresponding ones in the theory of abelian groups' (see [2] and [3] ). Because we include the singular case, there exist q.s.irr. torsionfree systems of rank higher than 1. In the rest of the paper we formulate conditions for a family of isomorphic q.s.irr. subsystems to have a quasi-spectral direct sum ( §4), and apply them to torsion-free subsystems of rank 1 ( §5). The case of subsystems which are not isomorphic is also briefly dealt with. Here the mentioned linearly independent subsets of vector spaces have to be replaced by independent subsets of modules of homomorphisms modulo certain subsets. Only for a very restricted class of torsion-free systems of rank 1 do these subsets always form submodules, thus enabling us to attach to (f, If) corresponding multiplicity invariants (cf. the discussion towards the end of §4 and Theorems 5.12, 5.13).
1. Preliminaries. A system iV',W) is called a subsystem of the system iV, W) if and only if V £ V, W' £ W and the system operation of iV',W') is the restriction of the system operation of iV,W) to 9" x V (implying that the range 3~V = {YtAiv'l\Aiz9', v[eV'} is contained in W. The space If' is termed the range space of (V, If')). The subsystems of a system (f, IF) form a gether with the knowledge of this element) determines the system. The invariant subspaces of i? correspond in a 1-1 fashion to the subsystems (f, W) of (f, W) such that 9~V = W'. Thus the concept of a nonsingular system is essentially equivalent to that of a single operator '€ of a vector space V and therefore also to the module over the complex polynomials defined by p(Qt> = p(3>)v,p(t) a polynomial, veV.
A subsystem (V', W) of a system (V, W) is said to be quasi-spectral iq.s.) in iV,W) if and only if it is spectral in every subsystem (F", If") such that iV',W')Ç(V",W")ç (v,W) and iV",W")HV',W) is of finite dimension. A system is quasi-spectrally-irreducible iq.s.irr.) if it is not a null system and does not contain nontrivial q.s. subsystems. By modularity it follows that every spectral subsystem of (V, W) is q.s. in (V, W). Hence a finite-dimensional system is q.s.irr. if and only if it is indecomposable. We call a system (V, If) algebraically compact in case it is spectral in every system which contains (V, W) as a q.s. subsystem. The following properties are taken from [1] . This together with an obvious converse imply that a subsystem of (F, If) is minimal among the non-null q.s. subsystems of (V, If) if and only if it is a q.s. subsystem which is q.s.irr.
If (V "
1.2. If {{Vy, WA} is a family of q.s. subsystems of (V, W) which is a directed set under inclusion, then Z|(f¡, Jf¡) is q.s. in (V, W). To describe particular systems we need the following notation. Let A,B he an (ordered) basis of 3~. We make a 1-1 correspondence between representatives of the 1-dimensional subspaces of 9~ and the extended complex plane 0 by defining Be = B -9A, 9 a finite complex number, B«, = A. This parametrization depends on the basis in the following manner: if C = aA + ßB, D = y A + ÔB is another basis, then De, and Be are proportional if and only if 9' is related to 9 by the Moebius transformation 0' = (¿0 + y)Hß9 + a). Whenever such a parametrization is used it is tacitly assumed that a fixed basis A,B of ¡F has been chosen. For a given system (f, W) and Ce9~ denote A(C) = {ve V\Cv = 0}.
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A nonzero element of NiBe) is called an eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue 9. A system (F,IF) with dimF=m + 1, m = 0,1,2, -, is said to be of type Im : if and only if dim W=m and dim N(C) = 1 for every 0 ^ C e 3~.
Ill ■ if and only if dim IF = m + 1, dim iV(Ba) = 1 and N(B,) = 0 for 9¿n eG.
Illm : if and only if dimW= m + 2 and JV(C) = 0 for every O^CeJ. In this case we allow m = -1.
We may further describe such systems (F, W) as follows. Let A,B be a basis of 9~, and let p ^ r S s ^ q be integers or the symbols -oo, oo. We denote by Cr\iA,B; V,W) the set of all sequences {vk}qp with elements in F which satisfy the relations Avk = Bvk_ x for every fc such that p^k-l^k^q and vk = 0 for p ^ fc < r and s <k^q.
Such a sequence is called a chain with range elements wk = Avk{if q < oo, denote wq+l = Bvq Hence the above types define unique isomorphism types (which are obviously distinct). As follows from the former characterizations of these types, the types Im, IHm do not depend on the choice of the basis A,B, while IIS," depends on the proportionality class of Be only.
1.7. A finite-dimensional system is indecomposable if and only if it is of one of the types Im, II" or IIIm.
Since every finite-dimensional system is obviously a direct sum of indecomposable ones, this together with 1.4 imply 1.8 . A subsystem of a given system is q.s. if (and only if) it is spectral in every extension contained in the given system by a system of one of the types Im, K, or IHm.
The following infinite-dimensional isomorphism types are q.s.irr. and divisible. A system (F, IF) is said to be of type 11^ if it is spanned by a proper chain in C-m oiA,Be; V,W) (see the above convention for 0 = co). Let R denote the vector space of all the rational functions in an indeterminate Ç over the field of complex numbers, and let A,B be a basis of 9~. The systems ÍR,R)a,b where the system operation is defined by ((a.4 + /?B)/)(Q = (a + /?£)/(£) have a common isomorphism type, independent of the basis A, B, which will be denoted by âê. For a more abstract characterization of these isomorphism types see [1] .
A system is said to be torsion-free if it has no eigenvectors. Among the subsystems (X, Y) of a system (F, If) such that (F, If)/(X, Y) is torsion-free there exists a (unique) least subsystem which is called the torsion part of (F, If) and is denoted by i(F, W). A system (F, W) is called a torsion system in case i(F, If) = (F, W) (in [1] the terms eigenvalue-free, eigenvalue part and eigenvalue systems were used).
1.9. i(F, If) is a torsion system (cf. 2.1 below).
that a homomorphic image of a torsion system is a torsion system (cf. 2.1). 1.11. í(F, If) is the sum of all the subsystems of (F, If) which are of the types II?" or I0. In particular, if (F, W) is both torsion-free and a torsion system, then (F, If) = (0,0). 1.12. i(F, If) is the largest torsion subsystem of (F, If) . This follows from 1.9 and 1.11.
1.13. t(F, If) is q.s. in (F, If) . In more detail, there exists a transfinite increasing sequence {(Fa, Wa)10 = a = X} of q.s. subsystems of (F,If) such that:
(V0, W0) = (0,0); iVx, W¡) = í(F,If); if oe = X is a limit ordinal, then (F,,IfJ ={Jß<J,Vß,Wß); if a = A has an immediate predecessor a-1, then {V.,WJI{V.-1,Wa-1) is one of the types Im, II", or iC 2. Rank. A subsystem (X, Y) of a system (F, If) is said to be torsion-closed iin (F, If)) if and only if (F, If)/(X, Y) is torsion-free. It is immediately verified that the intersection of a family of torsion-closed subsystems of (F, If) is torsionclosed in (F, If) . Hence if (M,A) is a pair of subsets of F, If respectively, there exists a least torsion-closed subsystem of (F, If) which includes (M, A). We call this subsystem the subsystem generated by (M, A) in (F, If), and denote it by cl(M,A) (or cl(Y¡W)iM,N), when a qualification is necessary). The subsystems cl(0,A), cl(0,{w}) are said to be generated by A, w respectively.
Note the different usage of the terms "generated" and "spanned."
Lemma. (a)
The operation cl is a closure operation; i.e., cl(M, A) 2 (M, A), iMy, Ny) 2 (M2,A2) implies cliMy,Ny) 2 cl(M2,A2) and clcl(M,A)=cl(M,A). Proof. The implication (a) => (b) appeared implicitly in the proof of one of the lemmas of [1] . For the sake of completeness we include a proof here. Assertion (a) means that (F, IF)/(0, [w] ) is a torsion system. Hence by 1.11, if (X, Y) is any finite-dimensional system, then ((X, Y) 
is included in a finite-dimensional torsion subsystem (l/,Z)/(0, [w]) of (F, IF)/(0, [w] 
is also a torsion system. Finally if (c) holds and w is any nonzero element of If, then evidently (F, If) = cl(0, {w}). and let icb,\¡i) denote the natural homomorphism of (F,IF) onto (F,IF)/(X2,Y2). We have that (X2,Y2)ç iXx,Yx), iXy, Yy)HX2, Y2) is torsion-closed in (F, IF)/(X2, Y2) and i¡/w¡ = ^0 for i = 1, •-, n -I. Therefore by 2.1(e)(f) we obtain
Thus the system (Xls YX)HX2, Y2) which is evidently torsion-free is generated by ij/w". From parts (a),(b),(c), and our hypotheses it follows that wn not -< {w1,-,wB_1}; hence \j/w" # ij/0. Similarly i¡/w^\¡j0 and therefore we conclude from the equivalence of (a) and (c) in Lemma 2.2 that \f/w also generates (Ii, FX)/(X2, Y2). But again by 2.1(e)(f)
Hence (Xt, Yx) = (X3, Y3) and w" e Y3 as required. From Theorem 2.3 follow the well-known results (see e.g. [7] ) that every independent subset (in particular the void set) of the range space of a system (F, IF) is contained in a basis with respect to generation (i.e., an independent subset which generates (F, IF)), that any subset of IF which generates (F, IF) contains a basis and that any two such bases of (F, IF) have the same cardinality. This common cardinal will be called the rank of (F, IF) and denoted rank (F, IF). The rank is obviously an isomorphism invariant of systems. A more precise term would have been "torsion-free rank" because of the following theorem. The proof is easily obtained using Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.3. We omit the details. Lemma 2.2 can now be viewed as a characterization of torsion-free systems of rank 1. By similar arguments one may show that if a torsion-free system (F, If) is of finite rank r, then every finite-dimensional system is contained in a direct sum of r subsystems of types III,B. Conversely, if the latter condition holds, then rank(F,If) g r. 3 . Torsion-free systems of rank 1. We are interested in these systems mainly because they are the simplest q.s.irr. torsion-free systems. This is a corollary of the characterization given in Lemma 2. Guided by this result and using 2.2(b) and the chain representation of systems of type IIIm (1.6), one proves the following theorem. Since it is one of the lemmas in [1] with only terminology changes, we omit the details.
Theorem.
Every torsion-free system of rank 1 (V, W) is isomorphic to a subsystem of a system of type St. In more detail, given an element w^0 of W, a nonzero rational function f and a basis A,B of 9",there exists one and only one monomorphism ((b,\¡/) of (V,W) into (R,R)a,b such that \¡iw=f.
Our next aim is to give a detailed description of torsion-free systems of rank 1 and then use it to characterize their isomorphism types. We prefer to do this in a terminology which does not presuppose embedding in a system of type St. We decompose the set of all ordered bases of Sf into classes of proportional pairs, and obtain a set Jt of classes which is in a natural 1-1 correspondence with the set of all Moebius transformations. Let A\B denote the class of the basis A,B. By convention A/Bx will stand for B\A. We denote by 0>\Jf] the set of all formal polynomials (*) «o + Z otjiAjIBjf'
where Aj/BjeJi, x¡ are complex numbers and k¡ are non-negative integers. These constitute a complex vector space with the natural definitions of equality and operations (we stipulate that xiA ¡B°) = x for all A/BeJi, x complex). Let (F, IF) be a system and let w e IF. We say that the monomial iA ¡B)k is applicable to w (in (F, W)) if and only if fc = 0 or there exists a chain {t>¡}~¿ in CZk Z\iA,B; V, W) such that Bv_x = w. This property is obviously independent of the base chosen from the class ^4/B. A polynomial in ^[.4Q is said to be applicable to w if it vanishes or, when written in terms of distinct monomials with nonvanishing coefficients, all its monomials are applicable to w. If (F, IF) is torsion-free and the polynomial (*), with xs # 0 for 1 ^j ^ /, is applicable to w, then the range elements of the chains {v{}~lj in CZ*j Z\iAj,Bf,V,W) such that BjvLx = w are uniquely determined, and we define (**) («o + laM/B/Ow = oc0w + lxjwLkj.
The value assigned by (**) is then independent of the mode of writing the polynomial (*) or of the bases chosen from the classes Aj ¡Bj. shift the indices here.) Then z is of the form z = ß0w + T,j Z°=_m.ßkzk. Since the set of polynomials applicable to w is a subspace of ^[.#] and since the mapping w-> pw, p in this subspace, is linear in p, it suffices to show that each zJk is of the form given in the theorem. To this end we check that if {zk}°Hm is a sequence in Z such that {zk + [w]} are the range elements of a proper chain {uk} in CZ™ oiA,Bg; U¡0,Zj\w~\) (we choose, as we may, zk = w for fc ^ 1), then z_m, m ^ -1, is of the form (3.3.1) z_m = (04/B9)n+1 +xXmiAIBg)m + -+ xmmA\B, + am+1>m)w.
We assume 9 ^ oo; otherwise change the roles of A and B. The assertion being obviously true for m = -1, consider the case m + 1 under the inductive assump-tion that is true in the case m (m _ -1). Then z_m is of the form (3.3.1) . From the chain relations there exist a,ß such that
By (3.3.2) , A/Bg is applicable to z_m + aw, and (3.3.4) Au_m_, = (A/Bg)(z_m + aw).
Therefore by (3.3.3) (3.3.5) z_m_x = (A/Bg)(z_m + aw) + ßw.
We have Beu0 = yw with y 7e 0 since u0 # 0 and (F, If) is torsion-free. Therefore A\B6 is applicable to w, and hence by (3.3.4) also to z_m. Since, by (3.3.1), (A /B9)m+1 is applicable to w,it follows that ,4/B" is applicable to z_m-(AjBg)m+1w. Hence (AIBe)m+2 is applicable to w. Therefore We now define complete isomorphism invariants for torsion-free systems of rank 1. Let (F, If) be any system, w e If. It is easy to verify that if ^4,B and A',B' are bases of 9" such that B' is a multiple of B, then (A/B)k is applicable to w if and only if (A' ¡B')k is. This justifies the following definition. If fc is the largest non-negative integer for which iAjBf is applicable to w, we call fc the height of w at the class B of multiples of B, and denote it by 77(w)¿ ; if no such maximal integer exists, we define 77(w)¿= oo. Clearly the height is defined relative to the system (F, If). If we Y where (X, Y) is a subsystem of (F,If ),then 77(If)¿ relative to (X, Y) does not exceed 77(w)¿ relative to (F, If), with equality if(X, Y) is torsion-closed in (F, W). If a basis A, B is fixed during a discussion, we speak of the height at 9 instead of the height at B0 and denote 77(w)¿ = Hiw)^. A triplet 04,B,77) where A, B is a basis of 9~ and H is a function from 0 into the union of the non-negative integers and the symbol oo will be called a height function iA,B omitted when understood). Thus the function 77(w): 9^>Hiw)e is "the height function of w". We introduce an equivalence relation ~ in the set of height functions (with a fixed basis) by defining 77 ~ 77' if and only if :
(a) The set A = {9eQ\He * H'e} is finite and HB¥=cc^H'e for 9eA;
(b) If one of the functions does not assume the value oo (then both do not by (a)), then Z6eA He = Z9eA H'e.
A relation of equality, inequality or equivalence between the height functions of two elements is clearly invariant under a change of the basis A,B. The class of height functions equivalent to 77(w) will be called the type of w and denoted by«^"(w). The next theorem justifies defining the type JfiV, W) of a torsion-free system of rank 1 (F, W) to be Jf (w) where w is any nonzero element of W.
3.4. Theorem. 7/(F, W) is a torsion-free system of rank 1, then the height functions of nonzero elements of W form a complete equivalence class. The mapping iV,W) -> J^iV,W) induces a 1-1 correspondence between the set of all isomorphism types of torsion-free systems of rank 1 and the set of all types.
Proof. Since the height function of an element is obviously an isomorphism invariant, to prove the first part we may assume according to Theorem 3.2 that (F,W) is a subsystem of iR,R)AB such that the function w = 1 belongs to IF. From Theorem 3.3, the remark justifying the definition of height and the uniqueness of the representation of a rational function by partial fractions it follows that (3.4.1) W= [{(C -9)~k | fc integer, 0 z% k < 7/(w)9 + 1, 06©}], where (Ç -9)~k denotes Ç* when 9 = oo, and
Thus if Wif)o denotes the order of the rational function/at 9 (usual convention at 9 = oo), then (3.4.3) W= {w'eR\-#Tw'), g 77(w)" for every n e 0}.
For 0 i= w' e W we have (3.4.4) ff(w')9 = sup {fc | fc integer, -HT (({ -9Jkw'\ ^ H(w\ for every neB}.
By (3.4.3) , we need to consider only non-negative integers fc in (3.4.4) . Since nfg)=nn+ng),
-nr((r-ñYk\ \k ifif = 0, lw> ; '" " lOor-fc otherwise,
and Wiw')y is finite-valued, it follows that a non-negative integer fc satisfies the condition of (3.4.4) if and only if fc ^ 77(w)e + #Tw')"; i.e.,
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (3.4.5) H(w')g = H(w)g + ir(w')e.
Hence 77(h>') and 77(w) differ only on the subset of the finite set r = {0|#Tw')"#O} where both are finite; and since Z8sr ^(w')e = 0, we have 77(w') ~ 77(w). Suppose conversely that 77' is a height function equivalent to 77(w). Then the function Of defined by ife = H'g -77(w)fl (here oo -oo = 0) is integer-valued and vanishes outside the finite set A = {9 \ H'g ^ H(w)g}. If 77(w) does not assume the value oo, we have Z^a^ = 0. Hence there exists a rational function w' such that W(w')g = Wg,9e<è. Since 77fl ^ 0, we have -1T(w')ez%H(w)g for every 9. Thus, by (3.4.3) , w' e W, and by (3.4.5 We can introduce a natural partial order ^ among the types of torsion-free systems of rank 1 : Jfl S ¿f2 if and only if a system of type 3fl can be isomorphically embedded in a system of type Jf2. It is clear that this relation is reflexive and transitive. However, the fact that Jf * ^ Jf2 and 3C7-^ Jf i implies Jf ! = #C2 requires verification since torsion-free systems of rank 1 may well have proper isomorphic subsystems (see 3.7). From the proof of 3. Since 771 and 7Ï2 coincide on (A^ A2) -A, it follows that IA#e = Z&H2. We now determine the endomorphisms of torsion-free systems of rank 1.
3.6. Theorem. Let (F, IF) be a torsion-free system of rank 1 and let H eJ^iV,W). Then the algebra of endomorphisms of {V, W) is isomorphic to the algebra of the rational functions f such that He ^ oo implies W(J)9 ^ 0. More precisely, if {V,W) is a subsystem ofiR,R)AB its endomorphisms are the multiplications iff) (i.e., the pairs of mappings v -+fv, w -+fw)forf as above.
Proof. The second statement implies the first one. Suppose therefore that (F,IF) S iR,R)A,B and let 0 ¥= we W. If (») is an endomorphism of (F, W), then the multiplication by ((i/íw)/w, (i/rw)/vv) is a homomorphism of (F, IF) into iR,R)AB which coincides on w with icb,\j/) considered as a homomorphism of (F, W) into iR,R)AB. From 3.1 it follows that these mappings coincide on (F, IF); hence i<b,\¡/) is a multiplication (/,/). Now W= {w'eR\-i^iw')e ^ 77(w)e -#»«, for every 9e &}.
(This reduces to (3.4.3) by the multiplication isomorphism (l/w,l/w).) Therefore for every non-negative integer fc we have ##H, = iT(fkw\ = kiVif), + Wiw)9 ^ -Hiw)e + Wiw)e. Hence if He < oo then 77(w)e < co and it follows that i^if\ Sï 0. Conversely, iff satisfies the stated condition and 0# w'e IF, then -#T/w')9 = -'WifX-'Wiw'X S 77(w')e -"#Tw')9 for 77(w')9 ^ oo. Since this obviously holds if 77(w')9 = oo, we have/w'elF. Since, by (3.4.1) and (3.4.2) , F= {veR\v, rveW}, we have also/F£ V. Thus (/,/) is an endomorphism of (F, IF). In view of the conditions given in §5 for q.s. direct sums of torsion-free systems of rank 1, the following corollary of 3.6 will be of interest. We omit its straightforward verification.
Corollary.
In the notation of 3.6, the automorphisms of ( 4. Quasi-spectral direct sums. To discuss q.s. direct sums of subsystems of given isomorphism types in a system (F, W), we choose for each isomorphism type a representative system (S, T). Instead of subsystems of (F, If) isomorphic to (S,T), we consider monomorphisms of (S,T) into ( 
)(S,T) £ Z" = 1(0J>y)(S,T) and ((l>l,V)(S,T) £ (0, ^) (S, T) + Z"=2(</.j,iAÓ(S,T). Hence (**) Z (<^<ñ(S,T) = (<^)(S,T) + Z (^>Ó(S,T).
J' = l j = 2
If (bs¡ + 1îj=2(bJSj = 0, SjeS, then (b1pxsx + Z"=2^-/(pJs1 + sj) -0. From the independence of the subspaces (bsS, j = l,---,n, it follows that 01p1s1 = O. Since (bl and px are monomorphisms, we get sx = 0. This and (**) show that (bS is a direct summand of H" = x(bJS. The particular case Sj = 0, j=2,---,n, URIFIXMAN [December implies that cb is a monomorphism. The same argument applies to the range spaces, so that icb, t/0(S, T) is spectral in Z "= i icb3, i/OíS. T) and icb, \j/) is a monomorphism. Since Z" = 1((^-',i/'J)(S,T) is spectral in Zie/ icbhi¡/¡)iS,T), which is q.s. in (F, IF), it follows from 1.1 and the fact that being spectral implies being q.s. that icb,i¡/)iS,T) is q.s. in (F,IF).
The next theorem reduces the question of the converse to the case of two homomorphisms. A similar argument appeared in [1] in a special case.
Theorem. Let {(S^-.T,)} be a family of systems of distinct isomorphism types which satisfies the following condition:
If (F, IF) is an arbitrary system and icbj,\¡/j)e Horn(Sj,T,;F, IF), icbh,i¡/h) e HorniSh,Th; V, W) are q.s. monomorphisms, which in case j = h are also linearly independent modulo £>(S;,T¡\V, W), then (0y,i/^)(Sj,Tf) + icbh,i¡/h)iSh,Th)
is a direct sum which is q.s. in (F, IF). Suppose that (F, IF) is a system and that for each j, {icbij,^ij)\isl(j)} is a subset of HomiSj,Tj;V,W) {the index set 7(j) may be void). Then in order that the ((^i/'y) be monomorphisms, the systems ($,-_,-, ^y)(S_,-, T,) be independent and the direct sum Z; Si6i (p + (^yj^yXS/j TJ) be q.s. in (F, IF) it is necessary and sufficient that for each j the set {icbij,\l/if)\ielij)} be linearly independent modulo DiSpTj-,V,W).
Proof. The necessity follows from the last lemma. If the linear independence condition holds, the fact that the itj>u,\j/u) are monomorphisms is obvious. The rest of the sufficiency proof is reduced by 1.2 to the case of a finite number n of homomorphisms. If n is 0, 1 or 2 there is nothing to prove. Suppose that n > 2 and that the statement is true in general for less than n homomorphisms. Consider n of the given homomorphism which we denote now, without distinction of isomorphism type, by (<£*, \pk) e Horn (S\ Tk ; F, IF), 1 ^ fc ^ n. We assume also that the notation has been chosen so that if the systems (S*, Tk) are not all distinct, then the systems (S\ Tk), k = l,---,m (2g m ^n), coincide and are different from the rest. Let (p,v) be the natural homomorphism of (F, IF) onto (F,IF)/(^i,^i)(Si,Ti).
We show that the homomorphisms Q>k,$k) of (S\ Tk) into (F, W)Hcb1,\l/1)iSl, T1) defined by icbk,\¡ik) = ip.,v)icbk,\¡/k), fc = 2, -,n, satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. Let K S {2,---,n} be a maximal subset of indices for which the systems iSk,Tk), keK coincide, and let us denote this common system by iS,T). Let ipk,vk),keK, be endomorphisms of (S, T) at least one of which is an automorphism. We have to show that (</>,$) = EfceK (¡P, $*) (p*1, vk) is a q.s. monomorphism. Incase (S,T) = (S1,TI) denote (4>,</0= 2^keKÍ<p\^k) (p*,v*) and let (7E1, p1),(7T,p) be endomorphisms of (S, T) at least one of which is an auto-
morphism. Then
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (*) (4>1,r)(n1,Pl)+W,Mn,P) = (<l>l,ir'lW,P1)+ i:i<bk,ibk)((uk,vk)(n,p)) keK is a combination of the elements of {(i^1,^1)} u {((/>*, \J/k) \ k e K} with at least one automorphism as a coefficient. Hence, by our assumptions, (*) is a q.s. monomorphism. The case of two homomorphisms therefore implies that (^1,^i)(S,T) +i(j),i¡/)iS,T) is a q.s. direct sum. The independence of these subsystems together with the fact that i<b,i¡/) is a monomorphism imply that i(j),{j/) = ip,v)i(b,\l/) is a monomorphism. Since (<£,<À)(S, T) = ü(b», r)(S, T) + ((b, x¡,)(S, T))l((b\ r)(S, T), it follows from 1.3 that ((b,\¡/) is q.s. We have chosen the notation so that in case iS,T) ^(S1^1) the set {1} UK contains lessthann elements. Hence by our induction hypothesis (</>', i^1) (S1, T1) + l,keKi(bk,il/)iS, T) is a q.s. direct sum. It follows from 1.3 and 1.4 that
is a q.s. direct sum. Therefore, by 4.1, i(b,\j/) is a q.s. monomorphism. It follows now from our induction hypothesis that
is a direct sum which is q.s. in (F, If)/(01,i^1)(S1,T1). Hence, again by 1.4, and 1.3, we see that ZlUiO^i^XS*,^) is a direct sum which is q.s. in (F,If).
The condition of the last theorem for one system (S, T) is always satisfied in case iS,T) is algebraically compact (this result will not be used): 4.3. Theorem. Let i(by,il/y),i(b2,i¡/2) be homomorphisms of an algebraically compact system iS,T) into a system (F, IF) which are linearly independent modulo DiS,T; V,W). Then i4>y,\¡/2), i4>2,\¡/y) are monomorphisms and f(by,\¡/y)iS,T) +((b2,i¡/2)(S,T) is a direct sum which is q.s. in (V, W).
Proof. Obviously ((by^y) and (02,t/'2) are q.s. monomorphisms. Hence i(by,i¡/y)iS,T) is an algebraically compact q.s. subsystem of (F, IF) and there exists a projection in,p) of (F,IF) onto i(by,\j/y)iS,T). The pair of mappings ip,v) = i(j)y,il/y)~1in,P)icl)2,ll/2) is a well-defined endomorphism of (S,T). By the linear independence condition,
is a q.s. monomorphism. This implies that i4>y,\j/y)iS, T) O i(b2,\¡i2)iS, T) = (0,0) and that (1 -n,l -p)(02,^2)(S,T) is q.s., and hence spectral, in (i-n,l-p)(V,W).
Hence there exists a decomposition (l-7r,l-p)(F,IF)
= (1 -ti, 1 -p) ((b2, \¡,2) (S, T) 4-(X, Y). Therefore (F, W) = (^,1^) (S,T)
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[December 4-(l-7i,l-p)(F, IF) = WMiS, T) + (1 -Jt, 1-PX4MÍS, n+ (X, Y) and icby,\j/x)iS,T) +(l-7t,l-p)(<Ji2,</r2)(S,T) is spectral in (F, IF). Now (*) implies that (l-7t,l-p)(<í>2,^2)(S,T)s(<íJ1,1A1)(S,T)+(^2,1A2)(S,T) and (<t32,^2) = (<Pi,^i)(^v) +(l-7r,l-p)(<p2,^2)impliesthat(^2,^2)(S,T) £ icbx,¡¡iy)iS,T) +(l-7t,l-p)(02,^2)(S,T). Hence(01,^1)(S,T)+(02,^2XS,T) = (^1,^1XS,T) + (l-7t,l -p)i<j>2,<lf2) iS, T) is q.s. in ¿(F, IF). We remark that by a slight modification in the argument the theorem may be proved for (S, T) of finite dimension without making use of the fact that (S, T) is algebraically compact.
In [1] the conclusion of Theorem 4.2. was proved for the family of all q.s.irr. types which are of finite dimension or torsion type, namely Im, II*, IIIm and II". As we mentioned in 1.5, these types are algebraically compact (the proof of this fact for the divisible types II ^relied on 1.13 which in turn involved the knowledge of 7)(S,T;F, IF)). For these types there was no need to consider the module Hom(S, T; F, IF). The homomorphisms were replaced by a vector space of chains, those corresponding to elements of D(S,T;F, IF) forming an explicitly described subspace. Instead of linear dependence modulo D(S, T;V, W), the conditions were expressed by linear dependence of elements in the quotient space. This was possible because for these types D(S, T;V, W) is a submodule of Horn (S, T; F, IF) and in addition the endomorphisms are sums of scalar multiples of the identity and endomorphisms which are not monomorphisms (for Im, IIIm just scalar multiples of the identity). We included 4.3 to indicate the way in which some of the results of [1] could be reestablished. More detailed statements are not hard to obtain for (S, T) q.s.irr. and algebraically compact. However, since we do not have new examples of such isomorphism types (see 5.8) we feel that their further discussion is warranted only in a more general setting.
Returning to general iS,T), we define the relation -< between elements and subsets of Hom(S, T; F, W) as follows: icb,\¡/) -< L means that there exist finite subsets {icbk,\¡/k)\k = I,■■■ ,n}çzL and {(p*,vt)|fc = !,■■■,n} S End(S,T) such that 0^)-Z içbk,^k)ipk,vk)eDiS,T;V,W). is a well-defined subsystem of (S,T). Using the fact that ((b,ip)(p,v) is a monomorphism, one readily checks that (p,v) 
(S,T) + iS',T') = (u,v)(S,T) 4-((¿-'X^-'iOn ((p,v)(S,T) + (S',T')).
Hence (p,v)(S,T) is q.s. in (S,T). Since (p,v) is clearly a monomorphism and since iS,T) is q.s.irr., we have (p,v)(S,T) # (0,0) and therefore (p,v)(S,T) = iS,T). Hence (p,v) is an automorphism, and from this the contradiction that i(b,\¡i) is a q.s. monomorphism follows immediately.
5. Quasi-spectral direct sums of torsion-free systems of rank 1. Since (X, Y) is torsion-free, the last chain vanishes identically, so that nm is the restriction of n" to Fm. From the relations pnCv = C7tBi; = C7tmt; = pmCv, where Proof. The deduction of this theorem from 1.13 and 5.1 follows Sasiada's characterization of algebraically compact abelian groups (see [4, p. 83] ). The argument was used in [1] in showing that a divisible system is algebraically compact. We include it here for the sake of completeness. Let {(Fa, IFa) 10 ^ a _ À} be a transfinite sequence of subsystems of (F, IF)/(X, Y) which has the properties of 1.13 relative to the torsion system (F, IF)/(X, Y) (instead of relative to (F, IF)). We set (Fa,IFa) = {XX, YJ/(X, Y) and construct by transfinite induction an increasing sequence {iUx,Zx)\0 = a = X} of subsystems of (F, IF) such that
Then (C7A,ZJ will be a direct complement of (X, Y) in (F, IF). We take We also have 5.5. Corollary. Let iSx,Ty) be a torsion system and let iS2,T2) be torsionfree. If i4>i,^i), I = 1>2 are q.s. monomorphisms of iS^Ty) respectively into a system (F, W), then i4>u^i)iSi,Ty) + ((b2,ib2)(S2,T2) is a direct sum which is q.s. in (V, IF).
Proof. By 1.12, i(by,t¡/y)iSy, Ty) £ í(F, W). From 5.3 the independence of the image systems follows immediately, while to prove that their sum is q.s. it suffices according to 1.1 to show that it is q.s. in i(F, If) + (02,^2)(S2, T2). Let (X, Y) be a finite-dimensional subsystem of t(V,W) + i¡b2,\j/2)iS2,T2), and let in¡,pA, i = 1,2 denote the projections associated with the last decomposition. Then i(by,\l/y)iSy,Ty) +iny,py)iX,Y) is a finite-dimensional extension of i(by,\¡iy)iSy, Ty), and hence there exists a decomposition i(by,^y)iSy,Ty)+iny,Py)iX,Y) = i(by,il,y)iSy,Ty) + iX',Y'),iX>'Y')StiV,W). Hence i(by,\¡iy)iSy,Ty) + i(b2,\¡/2)iS2,T2) is spectral in the system (*). Since (n2,p2)iX,Y)Zi^2,\j/2)iS2,T2), the system (*) includes &1,4rMSuTi)+(4>M(Sz,Td+(X,Y).
Therefore i4>x,i¡/x) iSx,Tx) + í4>2,i¡j 2)(S2,T2) is spectral in icbx,\¡ix) iS^TJ + i<PiAi)iS2, T2) + (X, Y) ; i.e., it is q.s. in i(F, IF) + (<¿>2,«A2)(S2, T2). Corollary 5.4 together with the next theorem yield a characterization of DiS,T; V, W) when (S,T) is an infinite-dimensional torsion-free system of rank 1.
5.6. Theorem.Let(X, Y)bean infinite-dimensional torsion-free systemofrank 1 which is a torsion-closed subsystem of (F, IF). Then (X, Y) is q.s. in (F, IF).
Proof. From the assumption that (F, IF)/(X, Y) is torsion-free and from 1.8 it follows that it will be sufficient to prove that (X, Y) is spectral in subsystems (t/,Z) of (F,IF) such that ([/,Z)/(X, Y) is of type IIIm. Since every system is obviously spectral in extensions by type HI-! or III0, we suppose for the purpose of induction that m _ 1 and that the statement is true for extensions by type IIIm_1. is a chain in C° T(^>ß; t7'2)witn ran8e elements X"Z'Ô +ßn+iy'n-m+UlXmZ"l + ßn + l>'á-m + 2> '">Vl 1 ; + jSn+i^+i, Bu -Z atz¡+1-Z ßky'k+i).
We have xm # 0 since otherwise the last element of (*), which is congruent modulo U' to u and therefore does not belong to U' or X, would be transformed by A into ß"+xy^+xeY. This would be against the fact that (F,IF)/(X, Y) is ( License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use torsion-free. Hence reducing the sequences (*) and (**) modulo X' and Y' respectively one sees that they are linearly independent modulo X and Y respectively. Therefore they span a subsystem of type IIIm independent of (X, Y); i.e., a direct complement of (X, Y) in (i/,Z). We remark that a proof of the last theorem could have been based on the fact that systems of type III" are spectral in extensions by a system of type IIIm if n^m. This is a corollary of the explicit determination obtained in [1] of DiS,T;V,W) for iS,T) of type III". However the restriction n^m imposed here is necessary and therefore 5.6 does not hold for (X, Y) of finite dimension (cf. the following example or 5.8).
At this point the reader may wonder whether there exist q.s.irr. torsion-free systems which are not of rank 1. It follows from Theorem 5.6 that in such a system every nonzero range element must generate a finite-dimensional system (i.e. of some type IIIm). In particular such a system must be singular (it is easy to see that every indecomposable torsion-free module over the complex polynomials gives rise through the correspondence mentioned in §1 to a nonsingular indecomposable torsion-free system of the same rank). We shall be content with the following example (cf. the example of an indecomposable torsion-free module of rank 2 in Kaplansky [6]).
5.7. Example. There exists a q.s.irr. torsion-free system of rank 2. Let F be the vector space of all the polynomials in an indeterminate Ç over the complex field, and let W he of the form W =V + [w0], where w0 =¡¿ 0. We make (F, If) into a system by requiring for a fixed basis A,B of 9~ the following relations AC = C + akw0, B? = Ç*+1, k = 0, 1,2,-, where the scalars a* are chosen so that the formal power series Zi°=oa*C* is not the expansion of a rational function of r. The quotient system (F, JF)/(0, [wo] ) is isomorphic to the torsion-free system of rank 1 iS,T)AB, where He = 0 for 9 ^ oo and 77 oe = oo (this notation was introduced at the end of the proof of 3.4). It follows from Theorem 2.4 that (F, If) is of rank 2, and of course torsion-free. Any nontrivial q.s. subsystem (X, Y) of (F, W) must, by the same theorem, be of rank 1. If (X, Y) itself is not of infinite dimension, it has according to 1.5 a direct complement which is of infinite dimension (and rank 1). In either case this implies the existence of an element w j= 0 in If such that Zee© 77(w)" = oo (the heights may be considered in (F, If)). Since (0, [wo] ) is torsion-closed in (F, W), the height function of w0 in (F, IF) is the same as in (0,[w0] ). Therefore w is not a scalar multiple of w0. The sum of the heights of w at the finite points 9 does not exceed the corresponding sum for the image of w in (F, lf)/(0,[wo]), and the latter is finite by 3.4. Thus 77(w)00= oo. We show that this is impossible. Suppose w = piQ+ßw0= ¿Zk=0ßkCk + ßwo> PiO^O. In order that AqiQ = p(Q + ßwQ, we must have g(Q = p(Q and lZnk=0fikxk = 0, and then (B//l)w = (p(Q. The applicability of higher powers of B¡A implies similarly the relations "Lk = oßkak+m = 0, m = l,2,---. But this means that Zi°=oa*C* is an expansion of a rational function, against the choice of the xk's.
We shall show below that the conditions of Theorem 4.2 are partially satisfied for torsion-free systems of rank 1. Theorem 4.3 is not applicable here: 5.8 . Theorem. A torsion-free system of rank 1 which is not of type IIIm or dt is not algebraically compact.
Proof. By an appropriate choice of a basis A, B of 3~ we may assume that the system in question, which is of infinite dimension, is iS,T)%B where 7Toe < co. From these it would follow recursively that pwk = C*'pvv0 -Z'-oC' But then -•)F(pwt) oo would attain arbitrarily large values, against the assumption that /Too < °°.
5.9. Lemma. Let icbx,^x), icb2,\¡i2) be homomorphisms of a torsion-free system of rank 1 iS,T) into a system (F, IF) which are linearly independent modulo DiS,T;V,W).
Then i<px,\¡/x), i<p2,\¡/2) are monomorphisms and (tf,i,<r>iXs>T) + i4>2^z)iS,T) is a direct sum which is q.s. in (F, W).
Proof. Obviously i<l>x,^i) and icb2,i¡/2) are q.s. monomorphisms. If we had (^1,^1)(S,T)n(^2>^2)(S,T)?fc(0,0), then implies that v -<px -sxcb2s2 ecbS. But cbSçz X, and therefore we have again veX. Thus (X, Y) is torsion-closed in (F, IF) as required. Finally we remove the assumptionthat(F, IF) is torsion-free. Let(p,v) be the natural homomorphisms of (F,IF) onto (F, W)ltiV, W) and let (p¡, v¡), i = 1,2, be endomorphisms of (S, T) at least one of which is an automorphism. Then Proof. Referring to the partial order introduced after 3.5, we may assume, say, that (*) MiX2,Y2)S^iXx,Yx).
As in the proof of the previous lemma, if (Xl5 Yx) n(X2, Y2) # (0,0), then there exists a projection (7t,p) of (X1; Yx) + (X2, Y2) onto (X1; Yx). From (*) it follows that the restriction of (7t,p) to (X2, Y2) is not a monomorphism. Hence, by 3.1, this restriction vanishes; which shows that (X, Y) = (Xx, Yx) +(X2, Y2) is a direct sum. We omit the verification that (X, Y) is q.s. in case both systems are of finite dimension since this result was proved in [1] . In case that at least one of the systems is of infinite dimension it suffices by the argument of the preceding lemma to show that, under the additional assumption that (F, IF) is torsion-free, (X, Y) is torsion-closed in (F, IF). Let veV, 06 0 be such that Bgv = yx + y2,yieYi. If (Xt, Yx) say is finite-dimensional, it is algebraically compact, and there exists a projection (7t, p) of (F, IF) onto (X1; Yx). Again the restriction of (tt,p) to (X2, Y2) must vanish. Therefore Beiv -nv) = B$v -piyx + y2) = Bgv -yx = y2e Y2. Since (X2,Y2) is torsion-closed in (F,IF), it follows that i;-7tt>eX2, or veX. If both systems are of infinite dimension, we have say 7/¿ = oo. Then Hiyx)e = oo and there exists an element xx e Xx such that Bexx = yx. Then B9(u -xx) = y2, and we have again veX. We remark that in case (X¡, Y¡) are both of infinite dimension and there exists a 0 in 0 with 77¿ < oo, i = 1,2, the sum (X, Y) is not necessarily q.s. : By 3.4 there exist elements y¡ in Y¡ such that Hiy¡)e -0, i = 1,2. Define a system (F, IF) by stipulating that F = Xx + X2 + [v] , W = Yx + Y2 4-[w] ,t>, w ¿ 0,(X¡, Y¡) are subsystems of (F, IF), B0v = yx + y2 and for some n j= 9, Bnv = w. Then it is easily verified that (X¡, Y,) are torsion-closed in (F, IF), hence q.s. On the other hand(F, W) is torsion-free and (X, Y) is not torsion-closed. From 4.2, 5.5, 5.9, 5. 10 and the result of [1] that the family of q.s.irr. torsion types satisfies the conditions of 4.2, we obtain: 5.11. Theorem. Theorem 4.2 remains valid if the conditions on the family of nonisomorphic systems {(Sy,T¿)} are replaced by the requirements:
(a) Each iSj,Tj) is either a q.s.irr. torsion system or a torsion-free system of rank 1.
(b) Any two infinite-dimensional torsion-free systems of rank 1 in the family satisfy the condition of 5.10.
The discussion in §4 of the relation -< between elements and subsets of DiS,T; V, W) can be completed somewhat in case that iS,T) is torsion-free of rank 1. For such iS,T) this relation satisfies the exchange postulate. As we noted in §4, it suffices to verify that i<px,il/)<{icb,\j/x)} and icb,\J/) not -<0 imply that icbx,\j/x) -< {icb,i¡/)}. By the results of [1] and 5.4, one has to consider only the case that (S, T) is infinite-dimensional and (F, IF) is torsion-free. The verification is then immediate upon inspecting the proof of 5.9. However, as our next result shows, the relation -< is transitive, and therefore a dependence relation, only for an exceptional class of torsion-free systems of rank 1.
Relative to a given basis A, B of 3~ we denote by $* the isomorphism type of the torsion free systems of rank 1 with height functions which are finite at the single point 0.
5.12. Theorem. Let (S,T) be a torsion-free system of rank 1. Then DiS,T;V,W)
is closed under addition for every system (F, IF) if and only if iS,T) is of one of the following types: IHm, m = -1,31 or 3t*, 06 0.
Proof. Note that according to 4.4 these are the cases in which 7)(S,T; F, IF) is always a submodule of Horn (S, T; F, IF). Corollary 5.4 reduces the question to the case that (F, IF) is torsion-free. As we mentioned in §4, the result for the types IIIm was proved in [1] . If iS,T) is of type ^ and (F, IF) is torsion-free, then DiS, T; V, W) consists of the zero homomorphism only. Every other homomorphism ($,i/0 is a monomorphism by 2.2. If B^veij/T, then since iS,T) is divisible, there exists an element s in S such that Bncbs = Bnv. Since (F, IF) is torsion-free, we have v = cbsecbS. Thus icb,i]/)iS,T) is torsion-closed and hence q.s. in (F, W) . Choose now as a system of type 3te the system iS,T) = iS,T)"B, where H = 10 if n = 9, * I oo otherwise.
Let ((bi,\l/¡), i = 1,2, belong to D(S,T;F,IF), where (F,IF) is torsion-free. We assume that i(by,x¡/y), i(b2,\l/2) and i(by,\j/y) + i(j>2,^2) are monomorphisms, since otherwise at least one of them vanishes and there is nothing to prove. From 5.6 it follows that there exist v¡eV, w¡eO such that Bmv¡ = [¡/¡ti, t¡eT, v^tb^. By the argument used for type £%, we must have t\y = n2 = 9 and (*) 77(í1)e = H(í2)fl = 0.
As in the proof of 5.9, there exist s¡eS such that t¡ = Bes¡ + a¡ ■ 1 (le T). Here <xlfa2 5¿ 0 because of (*). Define v -£i + VJL _ *^lSl _ ^2^2 ay a2 at a2
Then Bev = (^ + \j/2)l. Since i(by,\¡iy) + i(b2,i¡/2) is a monomorphism and 77(1)9 = 77«, = 0, vti(bx +(b2)S. Thus ii(bx,\¡/y) +i(b2,i]/2))iS,T) is not torsionclosed in iV,W)andi4>x,\¡/x)+i(b2,\¡/2)eDiS,T;V,W).\fiS,T) is not of one of the types mentioned in the theorem and is nonsingular, then using 3.6, 3.7 one constructs two endomorphisms of (S, T) which are not automorphisms but the sum of which is the identity. is torsion-free (hence so is (F,IF) ). Thus i<bh\¡i^eDiS,T;V,W) while their sum is a q.s. monomorphism. Our concluding result shows how in a special case the invariant Hom(S, T; V, !f)/7)(S, T; F, If) determines the structure of the system. 5.13. Theorem. Let (S,T) be a singular torsion-free system of rank 1, and let (F, W)be a direct sum of subsystems isomorphic to (S, T). Then 7)(S, T; F, If) consists of the zero homomorphism only. We have (F, IF)= Z4-(()6i,i/',)(S,T) with i(f>i,i¡/i) monomorphisms if and only '/{($;, iA¡)}IS a basis o/Hom(S, T; F, IF) considered as a vector space over the field of complex numbers. Hence the cardinal number of summands in every such decomposition is the dimension of the vector space Hom(S, T; V, IF).
Proof. Let (F,W) = S 4> (X,,Yd be a decomposition of (F,IF) into subsystems isomorphic to iS,T), and let (7cf,p¡) be the associated projections. Let icb,\l/) be a nonzero element of Hom(S,T; V, W). According to 3.1, icb,\//) is a monomorphism. Let t be a nonzero element of T. Then K= {i\p^t #0} is a finite nonvoid set, and i/fíeZ¡eKY¡ or Í0,{\¡ii})cz ZieK(X;, Y¡). Since icb,\¡/) is a monomorphism, ((/>,i/0(S,T) is torsion-free of rank 1, and hence i<p,\¡/)iS,T) = clWiW(5>T)(0,{¿rf}). According to 2.1(e), 2.1(a) and 2.1(g) we have icb,i¡,)iS,T) = cI((M)(SiT)(0,{>í}) S cl("i)n(0, {</"}) = cl(F(Hr) Z (X;, Yt) UK = Zi^.Fi). let Hence i4>,\¡/)= Zi6i(7i¡,p¡)0?>,i/'). By the definition of X we have in¡,Pi)icb, i/0^(0,0) for i 6 X. It follows that if (<t¡, t¡) denotes an isomorphism of (S, T) onto (X¡, Y¡), then(<7f,Ti)-1(7ti,p1)(0,i/') is a nonzero endomorphism of iS,T). By 3.7 this endomorphism is of the form oí¡(i>i)> x¡ a nonzero complex number. Therefore icb,\¡/)= ZjgKÍo-^T^a,-, and 4.1 shows that ($,</0 is q.s. This proves the first statement of the theorem. The necessity part of the second statement follows immediately from the first statement, 5.11 and 3.7. There also show that if {($¡,1/0} is a basis of Hom(S, T;V,W), then Z((/>¡, i/O (S, T) is a direct sum. That it exhausts (F, W) follows from the fact that for every/ ioptf) is a finite linear combination with complex coefficients of elements of the basis; hence (Xj-, Yj) is contained in 2~X^¡,\}>i)iS,T). The last statement of the theorem is obvious.
